GET flexy is the polyurethane elastic screening system

retrofitting every existing screen deck to transform it

into a high efficiency technology.
The elastic effect offered by the polyurethane flexible screen panels solve pegging and screen blinding
problems improving the screening efficiency to incredible performance!
Double or bigger productivity of a conventional screen deck is not a dream. This is what GET flexy can offer to
all difficult screening situations.
Does it sound like a fake or like impossible? The next paragraphs explain why GET flexy is the definitive
screening solution.

GET flexy uses elastic polyurethane screen panels running all along the width of the screen deck.

The consistent length of the product permits our Engineers to optimally design the screen area in order to
create the maximal available open area.
Furthermore this feature permits to have no blank along the direction of material flow.
Blanks are a typical problem to screening efficiency because material flows on them without getting classified.
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The installation of GET flexy consists of two steps:
1. Retrofitting the screen deck
2. Application of the screen mats
The operation of retrofitting requires NO STRUCTURAL CHANGE OR MECHANICAL APPLICATION ON THE
SCREEN DECK.
This feature is extremely significant because, in any event, the end user can decide to switch back to the
original screening system without any intervention to the screen deck.
Installation is easy, fast and user friendly. No crane, no lift or any heavy structure is required to put GET flexy
at work.
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Retrofitting is done through the bolting
down of clamp bars that are securing frame
protection bars on the deck.
Lateral protection bars are then firmly
clamped with the clamp bars.
Spot welding of the clamp bars on screen
deck sides is assuring perfect adhesion
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When the base of GET flexy is installed the next step is to fit the polyurethane elastic screen panels.
The operation is fast and user friendly:
 Hammer the long sides of two neighboring elastic polyurethane screen panels in the clamp bar slots
 Hammer the rubber wedging in between
 Hammer the polyurethane pins in the short sides of the elastic screen panels to fix them
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GET flexy is an extremely versatile screen system

that can be applied to all screening applications with no

distinction on:
 Dimensions
 Motorization – circular motion, high frequency, etc.
 Deck inclination – horizontal, feed to discharge inclination, discharge to feed inclination
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IMPORTANT
Installation of
horizontal screens
must be longitudinal to
flow.
Offset clamp bars are
available to cut blanks

Several flip-flop screen units are designed to fit bolting-down screen panels.
That kind of application is not ideal because it involves maintenance and technical problems:
 Replacing and bolting down a full deck of screen panels is time consuming
 Bolt heads are protected by caps to resist abrasion but often caps are worn making the screwing off
operation difficult further than being a lockage to the material flow
 The screen panel portion bending on deck walls is subjected to high mechanical stress with the risk
of premature tearing apart

No more time consuming bolting-down
No more bolt caps locking material flow
and wearing out quickly

No more straight bending on walls for
premature tearing apart
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